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I de Ram Theorem

Lemma M a smooth n-mfld. Suppose P(U) is a statement about

open subsets of M, satisfying the following properties:
(1) P(U) is true for U=RN

(2) P(U), PCV), P(Unv) =>4(UVV)

13) SUc] disjoint, P(ua) Fa => P(AUa).
Then P(M) is true.

IfStp1 If ME open subsetof12, then PIM) istrue.

WLOG, M =

open subset of RP. By (1) + (2)
+induction, P(U)

is true for U=union offinite # of convex open subsets b/c

(U, 0 .... Un)nUnts =(U,dUntelu ... v(UndUnt).



Letfin -> to,0) be an exhaustion. If "To, c) compact for chol

SatAnf"(nint), which is compact. Cover An by finitely
many convex opens

in f"(n-2,n+=) and let un be their union.

Then An=Ur2f "Curt,nt2).

so the even are disjoint, asSn +3/2

arm the Godd.

Since Un=fin union convexopens.
PlUn) truets. SetU =WUn, W:Wen · By (31,
P(u), PT) true. ButUnV=(WUen)-(Wakant) =

#942:Unjts Iisj neThus P/UNV) also true. Boy(21, P(M) =P/UCU) finite union

is true. 2 convex open



StepFor the gen'l case, we may nor substitute

(1) P(U) istrue for all UE open subset of RM

for (1). Repeat the Step 1 proof replacing "convex open
subsetof R2 "with "open subsetofR."

We are interested in the statementP(U) ="Hip(U) =H*(U,1)."

Butfor whatiso? For in a smooth mild, p2,c, the

beRam Lawomorphim &:Hr(M) -> HP(m,1) is given

by [w]> [c] = H,(m) =H(M)
z0)= om) I

Iw
smooth p-cycle representing (c)



Here if r:Ap -M smoth, then Iwin)a
and (v = =[ <i)w. &domain ofintegration

in RP.
Ecir;

Sikes' Thm for Chains If is a smooth p-chain in a smooth mold in
and w is a smooth (p-1)-form on M, then

I* =

(dr

Isuffices toprove this for cir: Ap -> M smooth. By
Stokes' sulcorners), JdW:Sapt*de=Sdr:/rtw.

2Ap



Now Suar-Es)" Sprite,ww ipnsis

Ell" Japan (woti,e

-(11) a

woFi,p

=(a
28

so were done!



We can now check well-chfr ofthe de Rham homomorphism

8:HY(m) -> ACM,IR)

zTM) - Him,"I
Hp /M;RR]

↓
↓.. Se IR.

HP(M)
Indeed** if I,'Smooth rupg (e), then

-c=25

for some smooth (p+1)-chain 5. Thus

Jw-S, =J5*:J do"0.
b

Further, if wi dy is exact, then JW:(dy =1,27= 0
b/ z2 =0.



SatP(u) ="8:HY(U) = HPU, R) up. Suffices to show

(1) P(U) is true for U=RN

(2) P(u), PCV), P(Unv) => PCUUV

13) SUc] disjoint, P(ua) Fa => P(AUa).

(1) This is lessentially) the Poincarelemma!
Both domain and codomain are R concentrated indego.
If wit. -> M (smooth), f =constant fr 1 on M, then

21f((r) =

(of =(fr)(0) =1

c 8:HER (M) Es HYM,RI.



(2) Naturalityofthe chain level dephan homomorphism
+ S-lemma.

Also write 1:P(M) -> CP(M; IR)
C(M)

wasI ↓

IWR
This induces a commutative diagram

0 -iurr) -eiulor() - run -> o

I ↓ 201 -I
0 ->(urV,R) -CIU,R) *CV,R) -> CLUnv, RR) -> 0

ofchain complexes and hence a mapofMayer-Victoris



long exactsequences:

... -HR(UV) - HICU)HIV) - H(n) -- He(ur)----
⑦ -1 &8 ↓ o of
... -> HP(UWV,1) -> HYCU, IR) * H*JV,RT-HPCUnV,R) -> HP+/UeV, R) -...

From homological algebra, we have the

Five Lama IfA,*Ar+As+An+ As is G

file frLE fslE fuL=fstE
B.
-

B-B -By + Bs

commutative diagram of modules with exactas and

fr,tr, fasts s, then to is an o IProve it! I



By Fire Lemma t, we see PSU), P(V), Plunv)=>PCUOV). 2

13) HER(HU;) ITiug) commutes so right I am

& I 10
iso =>left & an do.

APCHU;;) Ei THYU;;I -(ij]j

Fact FiM -N smooth Hum
-

HER (N)
E*Har (m)

01 ↓&

HPCN;(R) = H"(m;() commutes.


